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**Topic**

What's your story? Understanding and Revising Your Money Story.

**Introduction**

What's your story? Understanding and Revising Your Money Story with Dr. David Krueger will take you through the necessary steps to understand your current money story, and how you can revise it to the one you want! Dr. Krueger will take you through the important steps so that you can begin revising your money story today!

**Objectives**

At the conclusion of this lesson, you will:

- Understanding the dialect between emotion and rationality.
- Four principles of creating Money Stories.
- Neuroscience contributions to performance.
- What makes a money story powerful?
- Why motivation is not essential.
- Practical applications to your money story.
- Creating a legacy money story.
1. What are the four principles of creating Money Stories?

2. What makes a money story powerful?

3. Why is motivation not essential?
Exercise: Write your plan to for revising your money story.
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